CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT PHASE – Steps for PIs
3-6 months or longer

Step 1: PI sends preliminary synopsis to NINDS*

Step 2: PI presents synopsis to WG§

Step 3: PI develops prelim. budget with input from NCC & NDMC

Step 4: PI submits synopsis & prelim. budget to NCC# & NINDS*

Proceed to Concept Approval Phase

Optional step: PI contacts NCC-PI and/or WG§ for informal discussion

NINDS: appropriate for StrokeNet?

Yes

NINDS* sends synopsis to WG§ chair and copies PI and NCC#

WG§ review and feedback to PI

NDMC review and feedback to PI

* Contact at NINDS: StrokeNetInquiry@mail.nih.gov
# Contact at NCC: Rose Beckmann (BECKMARE@ucmail.uc.edu)
§ See WG composition (last slide)
CONCEPT APPROVAL PHASE

- Back to Concept Development Phase
- Proceed to Proposal Development Phase

NINDS ESC approval of synopsis and preliminary budget?

~ 1-2 months (concept submission to approval at NINDS)
STROKE NET: PROPOSAL DEVELOPMENT PHASE – Steps for the PI

~ 3 months

Step 5A: Presentation to the Steering Committee

Step 5B: Review Eligibility Criteria for Epidemiology Assessment with NCC

Step 5C: Develop and Send Feasibility Survey to RCCs with WG and NDMC

Step 6: Review feasibility and epidemiology assessments to determine # of sites with NCC

Step 7: Develop final budget with NCC and NDMC

Step 7b: If budget exceeds amount approved by ESC, need to resubmit to NINDS for re-approval

Step 8: Forward grant application to NCC and NDMC

Step 9: Submit grant application to NINDS

Epidemiology database analysis of feasibility by NCC

WG/EC assessment: Feasible?

Yes

No

NDMC sends out Feasibility Survey and assembles the results

WG Chair approve Feasibility Survey

Back to Concept Development Phase

NDMC sends out Feasibility Survey and assembles the results

WG Chair approve Feasibility Survey

Back to Concept Development Phase

WG Chair approve Feasibility Survey

Back to Concept Development Phase

Step 9:
Submit grant application to NINDS